Abstract-After deeply analyzing the relation between reason and symptom of rotor fault, the sample entropy was introduced into the fault diagnosis field of rotating machinery. Combined with rank-order morphological filtering and sample entropy, a novel feature extraction method was proposed for rotor. Firstly, the line structure element was selected for rank-order morphological filter to denoise the original signal. Secondly, the sample entropy of de-noised signal was calculated, the de-noised signal types were normal, unbalanced, misalignment, oil-film whirl and rubbing. Finally, the sample entropy was served as fault feature to evaluate the different fault condition. Practical results prove that the proposed method is effective on fault diagnosis of rotating machinery.
I. INTRODUCTION
Signal processing technology is the core for condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of rotating machinery. Extraction of fault feature parameter is the key for fault diagnosis, which relates the accuracy of fault diagnosis and reliability of early forecast. Mathematical Morphology is a subject concerning with the shape of an object based on set theory and integral geometry [1] . Its filtering idea is based on the geometrical structure of the filtered signals and realized through moving predefined structure element to match and adjust the singular parts of the signals [2] . However, due to the expansibility of the opening transform and the inverse expansibility of the closing transform, the problem of the statistical deviation exists in the open-closing filter and closeopening filter, traditional morphological filter has some shortcomings. It's necessary to improve it in further step. In this paper we describe a subclass of soft morphological filter. This is the class of soft morphological filter in which the hard center of the structure system is the empty set. It's called the rank-order morphological filter. It introduces the circle statistics idea, which could avoid the shortcoming of traditional morphological filter. Literature [3] [4] has used the rank-order morphological filter in vibration signal de-noising and rotor axis purification.
Sample entropy is a good tool to evaluate complexity of non-linear time series, compared with other existing non-linear dynamic methods, it has many good characteristic, such as good residence of noise interference, closer agreement with theory for data sets with known probabilistic content. Moreover, sample entropy displays the property of relative consistency in situations where approximate entropy does not [5] . These performances are suitable for rotor fault feature extraction in practice.
Focusing on the practical vibration signal is always interrupted by noises, which can not express the fault feature, we propose a novel approach based on rank-order morphological filter and sample entropy. The proposed method could extract rotor fault feature and distinguish different fault pattern by different sample entropy.
II.BASIC CONCEPTS OF MORPHOLOGICAL TRANSFORM
A morphological filter is constructed by different morphological transforms. Firstly, several important morphological transforms are introduced.
Dilation and erosion are two basic morphological transforms. While dilation is the transform used to expand the targeted object and shrink the hole, erosion is the transform used to shrink the targeted object and expand the hole. which signal f and g are defined, N ≥ M. Dilation and erosion of f and g are thus defined as follows
Where ⊕ denotes dilation transform and Θ denotes erosion transform.
Usually, dilation and erosion are not mutual inverse. They can be combined through cascade connection to form new transforms. If dilation is next to erosion, such cascade transform is an opening transform. The contrary is a closing transform. The transforms can be computed using the following formulas respectively
Where o denotes opening transform and • denotes closing transform [6] [7] 
III.DEFINITION OF RANK-ORDER MORPHOLOGICAL TRANSFROM
The structure system [B, r] consists of two parameters, the structure element B and the rank selection parameter r. The value of r is such that 1≤r≤-B-,where -B-is the cardinality of B (set-processing and function-set processing) or the size of the region of support of B (function processing).
Let B denote a structure element, r denote a rank selection parameter and f denote input signal. The rank-order dilation of f by [B, r] is defined as:
The function processing standard morphological dilation is a specific instance of function processing rank-order dilation and occurs when r=1.
The rank-order erosion of f by [B,r] is defined as:
The function processing standard morphological erosion is a specific instance of function processing rank-order erosion and occurs when r=1.
The shape and size of the structure elements have a decisive impact on erosion and dilation operations. The shapes of the structure elements are better when they have some convexities, for example the circle and the triangle whose geometric shapes are simple. In addition, the selection of the shapes of structure elements depends on the waveforms maintained after filtering process. Therefore, considering the characters of vibration signal and requirement of engineering calculation, the flat pattern as the simplest type is selected as the structure element to process the data.
According to the characteristic of vibration signal, the de-noising output is coming from the combined rank-order morphological filters constructed as follows [8] :
Here, r=1/2 denotes the median filtering for signal [8] .
IV.DEFINITION OF SAMPLE ENTROPY
Let [x(n)]=x (1)，x (2)，…，x(N) denotes N-elements time series representing gear vibration signal. Then, the estimation algorithm of sample entropy is consisted of the following steps [9] [10] :
A creating of m vectors defined as:
(i=1，2，…，N-m+1).
B calculation of a distance between two vectors in the following way:
C calculation of number of similar segments in two vectors:
where r is a tolerance parameter. 
D calculation of similarity measures of these segments
V.PRACTICAL APPLICATION In order to verify good effectiveness in fault feature extraction, all vibration signals were collected from the experimental testing of rotor. The speed of the motor is 3000 RPM and the sample frequency is 1024 Hz. The five conditions were tested that were normal, unbalanced, misalignment, oil-film whirl and rubbing. Now we get fifteen sampled data sets of each condition. First, we use rank-order morphological filter to remove noise interference before further procedure. Let's take the normal condition and rubbing signals for example, Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the de-noising results in time and frequency domain. Comparing the above two figures, we can see that peak pulse and noise interference are removed clearly, the fault feature is obtained obviously. It is very useful in the next procedure. Next, we calculate the sample entropy of each sample data set. Figure 3 shows the calculating values of sample entropy from different fault pattern. We can see that different fault pattern correspondence with different sample entropy. So we can diagnosis rotor fault by such feature.
Here, "·" denotes sample entropy of normal signal, "O" denotes sample entropy of unbalanced signal, "*" denotes sample entropy of misalignment signal, "+" denotes sample entropy of oil-film whirl signal and "x" denotes sample entropy of rubbing signal . Figure 4 shows the sample entropy of original signal, we know that sample entropy from non-denoised signal can not distinguish different fault pattern. It is improved the importance of de-noising. In this paper, we propose a new fault extraction method by using rank-order morphological filter and sample entropy. The rank-order morphological filter could eliminate noise interference before the further process of the sample data. And the sample entropy could serve as a good feature parameter for different rotor fault. Practical results show the good performance of the proposed method in feature extraction of rotor fault. It will supply a new method for fault diagnosis of rotating machinery.
